THIS RV IS FITTED WITH THE FURRION WIRELESS OBSERVATION/BACKUP CAMERA MOUNTING KIT

The pre-wired shark-fin bracket provides a waterproof housing for Furrion camera systems.

Available Camera Options:

**FOS48TA-BL Wireless High Speed Observation System.**
(For high speed observation and backup use)

- Digital wireless technology for specialty vehicles up to 100ft
- Upgraded CPU with 5x signal stabilization
- Vibrationsmart™ Designed and tested for vibration resistance
- Climatesmart™ Designed and tested for extreme climates
- 4.3” multifunction LCD color display with external antenna
- Uninterrupted direct digital pairing

**FRC12TA-BL Wireless Backup System.**
(Intended for travel/utility trailer backup use only)

- Digital wireless technology for trailers up to 30ft
- Vibrationsmart™ Designed and tested for vibration resistance
- Climatesmart™ Designed and tested for extreme climates
- 4.3” multifunction LCD color display
- Uninterrupted direct digital pairing

For more information visit [www.furrion.com](http://www.furrion.com) or ask your dealer.